CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 The Background of Study

English that have cared for and extended in England general called British English or knowable with received pronunciation. Whereas, English that have cared for and extended in United States of America general called American English or knowable with General American.

English, as inclusive language of group has knowable as the Indo-European group. The language group began from north India between European and Asian continent.

The Nation Kinsfolk that uses language moves to all holes and corners of European and India continent in thousand years lasting. The language actually realizes radical amendment so that nearly impossible we believe that English has a good relation with French and Germany. However, it is a fact indeed this case obviously in such a manner.
1.2 The Objective of Study

By writing this paper, the writer wants to explain what is the difference between British and American English. The writer also helps the reader facing the difficulty to distinguish British and American English so they believe to select the pronunciation, spelling, gestures, and structure between the both of this English.

1.3 The Scope of Writing

There are many things that can be discussed of British and American English. The differences of each other are too real especially in using of the words. The words are very different. For example, British uses lorry and American uses truck.

But in this case, the writer realize that he is far from perfect, so he limits this paper in order to know the distinction of using British and American English and “The Differences of Using British and American English” is the title of this paper.

1.4 The Method of Writing

In writing this paper, the writer used some methods, such as library research, and browse in internet. All these methods are really helpful in giving him the importance that be discussed in this paper.
1.5 The Significance of Study

I expect this paper is significant because:

1. It can be very useful for everybody who reads this paper especially the writer himself and other English learners

2. It can be used as a references to understand and master to distinguish the differences of using British and American English.